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Special report: Wearables battle is really one for future web power 

 Facebook‟s VR buy addresses only a tiny part of its web challenge  

 Google‟s bid to dominate wearables already in stormy waters 

 Intel invests in smartwatch maker as showcase for IoT platforms 

Every decade or so, there is a significant shift in the way we use computers, communications 

and media. These three strands used to involve separate devices and use experiences, but in-

creasingly now take place on the same gadgets, all connected to the internet via the same wire-

less links. Each shift is accompanied by a change in the user experience, or what used to be 

called the ‗man-machine interface‘, and to be top of the tree in the web world, a company needs 

to define that interface. 

 

There are many precedents. The Windows PC era, followed by the Android/iOS smartphone 

era; the impact of electronic programming guides and second screens on the TV experience; the 

rise of the browser as the conduit to everything. These are significant shifts and in each case, 

one or two companies have managed to drive and control the platform and associated business 

models,thus achieving massive influence and revenues. Now the race is on to do the same in the 

next generation web experience – or perhaps the one after that, moving beyond the current plat-

forms built around HTML5. 

 

Facebook‟s obstacles in creating the new web experience: 

 

Facebook‘s acquisition of virtual reality gaming start-up Oculus VR is clearly part of its own 

bid to create the Windows or the Android of the next generation but one – a platform that will 

certainly make the current experience more immersive, spanning every conceivable type of de-

vice, including those without screens and worn about the person. But for all the excitement 

about Facebook‘s grand ambitions, it starts at a massive disadvantage to Google, and even Mi-

crosoft (Apple is a different case. Of course it has the potential to create a new generation ex-

perience that will compel users, but it is unlikely to extend this out beyond its own garden 

walls.) 

 

Facebook does have something Google has struggled to achieve a dense social network and all 

the data and analytics that produces. But it relies on third parties for the end user experience. 

The much-rumored Facebook phone did not really materialize, and for good reasons – the com-

pany needs its service to run on as many products and operating systems as possible. It tried to 

put its applications at the center of the consumer mobile experience with Facebook Home, 

which sidelines Google in the Android UI, but this had none of the Apple-like magic that would 

prompt users to change their mobile skin. It had grand plans to create its own broad developer 

platform, with social networking at the heart but reaching out to all the key mobile and web ser-

Facebook‟s VR buy addresses only a tiny part of its web challenge 
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